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Abstract 
 
Objective:  The aim of the present study was to investigate the 
mechanics with which older adults activate and access different 
subdomains of their mental lexicons during word retrieval for picture 
naming. 
Method:  Data were analyzed for 12 aging, native English speakers who 
performed a picture-word priming task. The auditory probe words were 
presented in the following conditions in relation to the picture stimuli: 
Identically related, strongly semantically related, weakly semantically 
related, strongly phonologically related, weakly phonologically related, 
semantically related to the strong phonological relative of the target picture 
label, or phonologically-related to the strong semantic relative of the target 
picture label. Event related potentials were used to measure picture-word 
priming effects. 
Results: Three main results were observed. First, our healthy aging adult 
participants evidenced strong activation of whole-word phonological 
representations as well as rhyme representations of target picture labels, 
but weakened activation of initial phoneme information. Second, they 
processed semantic information robustly. Finally, our participants 
!! vi 
appeared to experience phonological competition when accessing target 
picture labels. 
Conclusion:  Results from this study suggest that healthy aging adults 
maintain efficient access to whole-word phonological representations, 
rhyme representations, and conceptual-semantic representations of target 
picture labels. However, in line with previously-reported findings, they do 
seem to evidence limited activation of initial phonological information on 
the path to picture naming. 
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Introduction 
According to the U.S. Census Bureau 2010, there were 40.2 million 
people 65 years and older in the U.S. in 2010, representing 13% of the 
population. In the last 10 years, the number of older adults has increased by 
15.1%, with the Baby Boom generation contributing greatly to this number. Many 
older adults increasingly rely on others to assist them in their activities of daily 
living. As such, aging adults must be able to successfully communicate their 
wants and needs.   
Typically-aging adults may increasingly experience declines in their 
communication skills, due in part to receptive difficulties such as hearing loss 
(presbycusis), but also due to expressive difficulties such as word-finding 
problems. Difficulty with verbal expression can place individuals at-risk of losing 
their social affiliations and feeling socially withdrawn, which can cause individuals 
to experience depression and even feelings of no longer wanting to be members 
of society. Another modern-day concern is that aging adults are working longer, 
which may place longer-term demands on their expressive abilities. According to 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2010), the number of workers over the age of 65 
has increased to 58% within the last 10 years, with over 6 million workers. A 
study reported by the American Association of Retired People (AARP) revealed 
that older adults expressed concerns about delaying retirement out of fear of not 
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being able to live comfortably. Therefore, declining verbal expressive abilities 
may limit not only social engagement but also employment opportunities. 
Aging adults in today’s world continue to experience stress regarding their 
health, finances, and family responsibilities. Declining communication creates an 
additional stress, while individuals want to have a healthy and active lifestyle. 
Understanding the communication model of normal aging adults is therefore 
important.  
Successful language production is driven by several different linguistic 
abilities that must work efficiently individually and in concert. Crucially, some 
language abilities seem to be preserved with aging, while others seem to be 
compromised. A primary example is research demonstrating that typically-aging 
adults seem to experience language production difficulties in the areas of 
phonological or orthographic retrieval, while semantic processes seem to be 
relatively spared (Burke & Shafto, 2004). As reviewed below, these conclusions 
are drawn from a variety of offline, behavioral research approaches. An important 
next step is to investigate how the multi-component linguistic system operates as 
speech production unfolds in real-time in typically-aging adults.  
The aim of the present study is to investigate the mechanics with which 
older adults activate and access different subdomains of their mental lexicons 
during word retrieval. In the following sections, I will first outline a current 
psycholinguistic model of speech production. This model describes language 
processing as it unfolds in young normal adults during speech production. 
Second, I will review literature on how aging seems to affect language processes 
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in speech production. Third, I will review neuroscience studies that have been 
used to investigate real-time language processing in normal aging adults. Lastly, 
I will present my research questions.  
A Model of Expressive Language Abilities in Younger Adults  
 In our every day speech, we retrieve up to three words per second from 
our mental lexicons, and with relatively few errors. Our mental lexicons are rich 
with information, containing the linguistic properties associated with tens of 
thousands of words (Levelt, Roelofs & Meyer, 1999). Each word is associated 
with conceptual-semantic properties, whole-word sound properties, and 
individual phonemes. Crucially, these different types of linguistic properties are 
organized into independent yet interconnected layers in the mental lexicon. In the 
literature, these layers are referred to as domains and subdomains. For example, 
language is a domain and linguistic properties of language are subdomains (i.e., 
conceptual-semantic representations, whole-word phonological representations, 
and individual phonemes, represent a subdomain of the language domain 
system). 
Activation-spreading models have been proposed as a means of 
understanding how a linguistic blueprint is built for a target utterance. As a 
speaker is compelled to speak, priming is thought to occur across connections 
linking ideas or concepts, which causes them to then be activated. Burke (2006) 
states, “Priming is a form of subthreshold excitation that is transmitted across 
connections linking nodes and that prepares a node for activation, the basis for 
retrieval of its information (Lifespan Cognition, pg. 196).” The first subdomain of 
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the mental lexicon consists of conceptual-semantic representations. These are 
represented by the first layer of Figure 1. Transmission of semantic priming 
causes activation to spread from these concepts to words, or lemmas, that are 
associated with those concepts (see Figure 1, second layer). Lemma 
representations contain the part of speech and other grammatical characteristics 
associated with specific words. Lemmas, in turn, activate whole-word 
phonological representations (Figure 1, third layer). Phonological priming is then 
transmitted to individual phonemes, represented by the bottom layer of Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1. A network model of the mental lexicon (adopted from Ferreira & 
Pashler, 2002). 
 
 
Picture naming provides a useful analogue of this process (Glaser, 1992). 
During picture naming, visual processing of a picture-to-be-named activates 
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certain concepts which, in turn, activate multiple lemmas or word entries. 
According to one model (Levelt et al., 1999), lemmas compete for activation 
before any phonological activation takes place, and the highest-activated lemma 
is selected which then triggers phonological encoding. According to Dell, 
however, activation of whole-word phonological representations and individual 
phonemes can occur simultaneously with and feed activation in the opposite 
direction back to lemma activation. Adding to this debate, Ferreira and Pashler 
(2002) showed that lemma activation and whole-word phonological activation 
share resources with other (non-linguistic) cognitive processes, while phoneme 
activation seems to be insulated from general cognitive processing; suggesting 
some degree of separation between the initial three layers versus the bottom 
layer in Figure 1. Although the details are beyond the scope of this thesis, 
acknowledging this debate is important, as it may affect interpretation of our 
results.  
The model outlined above represents the staged processes associated 
with lexical retrieval that are known to operate in young, healthy adults. As 
outlined next, existing evidence suggests that this process may operate 
differently in healthy aging adults. 
Expressive Language Abilities in Normal Aging 
Healthy aging adults frequently express difficulties with word finding when 
recalling familiar activities, names and items from their memory during every day 
conversation (Schmitter-Edgecombe, Veneski & Jones, 2000; Evrard, 2002; 
Baressi, Connor, Obler & Albert, 2000). There is evidence that, with age, 
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individuals’ semantic representations of words seem to be preserved, while 
phonological and orthographic representations seem to be compromised. For 
example, Taylor and Burke (2002) reported on two studies examining aging 
effects on semantic and phonological retrieval processes in order to understand 
asymmetric aging effects on comprehension and production.  
The first experiment reported by Taylor and Burke (2002) was adopted 
from Cutting and Ferreira (1999). This study compared semantic interference 
effects, bottom up phonological effects and top down phonological effects, in 
healthy aging speakers versus healthy young adults using a picture word 
interference task. This task required participants to ignore an auditory distractor 
word presented 150ms prior to a picture-to-be-named. Some of the pictures had 
homophone names, while others had nonhomophone names. Several significant 
findings were generated. First, for pictures with homophone names such as 
"ball", distractor words that were semantically-related to the non-depicted 
meaning (e.g., "prom") sped-up naming (versus unrelated distractors) in younger 
but not older adults. This effect suggests that, in younger adults, hearing the 
distractor word "prom" activates semantically-related words, such as "ball", 
whose phonological properties in-turn become activated (speeding naming of the 
picture, "ball"). This type of "top-down" phonological priming was not apparent in 
the older adults. Second, in both groups, semantic interference was observed 
(i.e., hearing the distractor word "glove" slowed down naming of the picture "ball" 
in both groups due to semantic competition). However, this semantic interference 
effect was greater for older adults than for younger adults. Third, bottom-up 
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phonological facilitation was observed for both groups (i.e., hearing the word 
"boss" quickened naming of the picture "ball"), with no age-related differences in 
this effect. 
In the second experiment, Taylor and Burke (2002) used picture and word 
stimuli from Damian and Martin (1999, Experiment 3). The picture word 
interference task again required participants to ignore a distractor word 
presented 150 ms prior to a picture or, in another condition, after the onset of a 
picture, and name the picture. Distractors in this experiment were semantically 
related to the target picture labels, phonologically related, semantically and 
phonologically related, or unrelated. In addition, a nonlexical condition presented 
white noise instead of a distractor word in order to examine whether aging adults 
generally had more difficulty inhibiting distractor words versus noise than 
younger adults. Of crucial importance, semantic distractors again interfered with 
naming more in older versus younger adults. The semantic interference effect 
was further reduced, for the younger adults only, when auditory distractors 
presented prior to the pictures were both semantically- and phonologically-
related to the target picture labels (e.g., probe word "skunk", picture "squirrel"). 
These results, again, point to a) top-down phonological activation spreading in 
younger but not older adults, and b) disproportionately strong semantic activation 
in healthy aging adults versus younger adults. 
Both of these experiments showed that 1) semantic interference effects 
were greater for older adults than younger adults 2) that no age differences in 
bottom-up priming from phonologically related distractors were found 3) and that 
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age differences in top-down phonological spreading activation were apparent. 
The results of those studies support the hypothesis that, in healthy aging adults, 
semantic processing is spared while there seem to be transmission deficits in 
top-down pathways involved in retrieving word phonology. This effect was first 
proposed in Burke, MacKay, Worthley & Wade, (1991) transmission-deficit 
principle. According to this principle, as an individual ages, connections to 
phonological representations become weak. This causes reduction in the 
transmission of priming, and prevents phonological nodes from reaching 
thresholds necessary for activation. Burke (2006) provides us an explanation of 
why there may be decreased connection strength in the phonological system, but 
not in the semantic system, with the Node Structure Theory (NST).   
Burke (2006) suggests that top-down connections of the phonological 
representational system are more exposed to breakdowns in transmission than 
top-down or bottom-up connections in the semantic system. This occurs due to 
the functional effect of phonological transmission deficits being more severe in 
one-to-one connections as compared to semantic components of a word highly 
interconnected with other connections of the same feature. Burke’s example of 
the word “Velcro” shows us that if there was a breakdown between the lexical 
node “Velcro” and a semantic representation, such as “Velcro is a fastener;” the 
other semantic representations such as “Velcro is made of plastic” or “Velcro is 
on shoes” would compensate for the reduced transmission of priming. However, 
when the individual would attempt to retrieve phonology to produce speech, there 
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would be no compensatory priming due to the single connections from lexical 
nodes to phonological nodes. 
Other evidence also seems to support Burke’s transmission deficit 
hypothesis. Baressi et al. (2000) performed a longitudinal study of naming 
abilities in three different groups of older adults (people in their 50's, 60's, and 
70's) with an eye toward testing whether degradation of verbal expression in 
aging results from impaired lexical access, semantic degradation, or both. The 
Boston Naming Test (MNT) and Action Naming Test (ANT) were administered 
across three test sessions.  Results from both the ANT and BNT revealed that 
the aging participants produced errors more indicative of impaired lexical access 
than semantic degradation; although, people in their 70's did show signs of 
semantic degradation, particularly for object naming. Baressi et al. (2000), 
interpreted their findings as suggesting that healthy aging adults’ naming failures 
are more likely due to impaired access to the phonological representation of the 
word form, which can be helped when provided a phonemic cue. While results 
also showed naming failures in the oldest group of adults being due to deficits in 
semantic memory, the researchers argued that there is no true semantic loss, but 
rather weakened connections between semantic and phonological systems. 
These findings are consistent with the transmission deficit hypothesis.  
Research has also shown that aging adults experience tip-of-the-
tongue(TOT) states with increasing frequency. TOTs are assumed to reflect 
temporary difficulty recalling the phonological word form of a known word 
(Evrard, 2002;Taylor &Burke, 2002; Burke & Shafto, 2004). According to Burke 
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(2006), studies testing the TOT phenomenon provide evidence that normal aging 
adults’ word finding difficulties reflect the conditions of phonological 
representations. According to their interpretation, semantic information is 
recalled, but the word form is not available in TOT states. These instances 
happen naturally and when experimentally induced in normal aging adults.  
Evrard (2002) used a picture naming task to examine naming times and 
TOT rates in healthy aging adults. The task required participants to name stimuli 
with common and proper names (i.e., famous persons) presented via computer. 
Healthy aging adults experienced more TOT states when compared with younger 
adults, and TOT responses occurred more frequently when naming stimuli with 
proper names. One perspective is that, unlike common names, the phonological 
form of a proper name, such as the name of a person, is more difficult to activate 
and retrieve due to the distinctive or unusual semantic properties associated with 
the label as well as the target not being directly connected to the semantic 
representations. Objects with common names were named at a faster rate, but 
there was no effect in age of participants.  
In summary, researchers have used various behavioral methods to 
research language production in normal aging adults. Among these are TOT 
states, naming reaction times, and performance on standardized naming 
measures. Overall, results have been consistent with the transmission deficit 
hypothesis, which claims that that semantic-conceptual knowledge is spared in 
aging while there seems to be age-related decline in priming transmission to 
word sound knowledge (Baressi et al., 2000; Evrard, 2002; Burke & Shafto, 
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2004; Neumann et al., 2010). At the same time, behavioral methods only provide 
a limited view of the speech production process which, as discussed previously, 
is driven by several distinct component processes that operate at a covert, 
cognitive level. Relying on the end-product of speech production (i.e., a 
generated picture name) may not always reveal the contributions of these 
different component processes. As discussed next, event-related potentials 
(ERPs) can allow us to investigate how different subdomains of the linguistic 
system activate in real-time on the path to speech production. 
Brain Electrophysiology in Expressive Language Abilities 
Event related potentials are a noninvasive tool used to study cognitive 
processing in the human brain in individuals across the lifespan. ERPs are 
electrical signals generated by neurons that are read at the level of the scalp. 
More specifically, ERPs represent at least some of the brain activity elicited in 
real-time by an experimental event (e.g., a picture-to-be-named, an auditory 
probe word, or some other stimulus or internal event). The ERP signal is 
complex, comprised of different components, some of which have been 
associated with specific cognitive and linguistic processes. Thus, the amplitude 
or latency of specific ERP components can be used to draw inferences about 
how much cognitive effort was required, and how long it took, for a specific 
cognitive process to unfold during an experiment. A potential advantage of using 
ERPs is that a reliable picture of cognitive processing can be obtained even if 
subject performance is unreliable or unstable at a behavioral level (Hagoort & 
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Kutas, 1995). As reviewed next, ERPs have already been put to use to compare 
language processes in younger versus aging adults. 
Recently, Neumann et al. (2010), used an implicit picture naming task and 
event related potential measures to examine relative timing of sensory processes 
and substages in phonological retrieval. The task required younger and older 
adults to make segmental and syllable judgment decisions about picture names 
regarding presented stimuli in a Go/No-go paradigm when presented via 
computer screen. Some participants were instructed to press a button if a picture 
name ended in final /r/ and not press a button if it ended in final /n/ while others 
were instructed to do the reverse. They were also instructed to identify if the word 
had one or two syllables. Researchers found that healthy aging adults and 
younger adults were highly accurate while performing the tasks, but that they 
retrieved segmental and syllabic phonological information significantly later than 
when compared with younger adults. N2d is an ERP component believed to 
reflect phonological encoding processes for speech production. Later N2d 
latencies in the older adults suggest that with age, these substages are 
negatively affected. The present findings support the transmission deficit 
hypothesis that there are, in fact, delays at the phonological level of encoding 
due to aging.  
Giaquinto, Ranghi & Butler (2007), used brain electrophysiology to study 
lexical access in normal aging adults. The participants completed an oddball 
lexical decision task requiring them to listen and discriminate five-letter Italian 
animal words and non-words presented via headphones, while an auditory N400 
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was recorded. The researchers found that the reaction times to animal words 
were significantly shorter than to non-words. Among the older and younger adults 
there was no difference in onset latency or amplitude of the N400 component.  
Even though the N400 had a longer duration in the older adults, there was no 
significant difference. Results showed that the older adults experienced 
significantly later onsets at frontal electrodes than central ones while younger 
adults experienced them at the same time, which was generally interpreted as 
suggesting that activation of different brain systems during language processing 
changes with age. Although activation of brain structures changes with age, the 
researchers found that lexical access was not slowed with normal aging.  
Although ERPs have not, to date, been used to examine lexical retrieval 
subdomains in aging, Jescheniak, Schriefers, Garrett & Friederici (2002), 
developed a method that we adopted for this purpose. Their picture-word priming 
task requires subjects to engage in delayed picture naming with an embedded 
priming procedure. On each trial, a picture is named after a delay. Before naming 
is prompted, however, participants hear an auditory probe word that may be 
semantically related, phonologically related, or unrelated to the target picture 
label. ERPs are recorded to the intervening auditory probe word. Each auditory 
probe word elicits ERP activity. When the picture label and probe word are 
unrelated, ERPs take on a different morphology than when the picture label and 
probe word are related; indicative of priming. For example, one ERP component, 
the N400 component, was shown to be larger in amplitude when pictures and 
probe words were semantically or phonologically related than when they were 
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unrelated (Jescheniak et al., 2002). This picture-word priming procedure were 
used in our study to measure spreading activation processes in healthy aging 
adults. 
Summary and Research Questions 
 Many researchers have examined the comprehension skills of older 
adults, however, there is a dearth of research focused on understanding speech 
production of older adults. Research has shown that healthy aging adults 
experience more TOT states and have slower naming abilities; however, heavy 
reliance on behavioral methods requires us to investigate these issues further.  
Our research will allow us to investigate whether semantic representations 
are in fact spared and phonological representations degrade with age. We will 
use electrophysiology and a picture-word naming task to answer the following 
questions: 1) Does semantic activation spreading operate typically in normal 
aging adults? 2) Does phonological activation spreading activate normally in 
normal aging adults? 3) Does lexical selection operate normally in typical normal 
aging adults? The results from this study was expected to provide better 
understanding of what happens as an individual produces speech and whether 
delayed transmission occurs in healthy aging adults.  
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Method 
Participants 
 A total of 13 typically-fluent, aging adults were tested. However, one 
participant was excluded due to an excessively noisy EEG recording. Of the 12 
included participants, 11 were female. Three participants were left handed. Their 
ages ranged from 57 to 65 years old. All participants self-reported that they were 
native speakers of American English, had no history of neurological illness or 
disease at time of testing, were not taking medications that affect cognition (i.e., 
anti-seizure, anti-depression, or anti-anxiety drugs) at time of testing, and had no 
language impairment. Out of the initial 13 participants, only nine received hearing 
screenings. In order to pass the screening, participants were required to detect a 
puretone of 25dB at 500Hz, 1000Hz, 2000Hz, and 4000Hz. One participant 
reported to have a documented hearing impairment and their screening revealed 
a unilateral mild hearing loss at 2000Hz and 4000Hz in the right ear. Six out of 
the nine participants showed a mild hearing loss in either the right or left ear. All 
participants were compensated $30 for their time.  
Stimuli  
 
Picture stimuli. Picture stimuli consisted of 42 black-line drawings of 
familiar objects, from the International Picture Naming Project, a database of 
pictures for which normative measures have been collected on factors such as 
image ability and naming reliability (Szekely et al., 2004). The pictures selected 
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for this task were similar in style and quality, with an on-screen height and width 
measuring two inches. Each picture had a naming reliability of at least 90% (i.e., 
the target label was generated spontaneously by at least nine out of 10 people in 
the IPNP norming project). Figure 2 shows examples of picture stimuli and labels 
used in the present study.   
 
                                                        
Baby                         Flag 
                                        
                Train                   Popcorn 
 
Figure 2.   Examples of four black-line drawings and their target labels used 
in the present study. 
 
  
 Auditory probe words. Each of the 42 images was assigned seven 
related probe words. As operationalized in further detail below, one probe word 
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was identical to the target picture label (Identity Priming). The second probe was 
strongly semantically related to the target picture label (Strong Associative 
Priming), while the third was weakly semantically related to the target picture 
label (Weak Associative Priming). The fourth probe assigned to each picture was 
strongly phonologically related to the target picture label (Initial Priming), while 
the fifth probe was weakly phonologically related to the target picture label 
(Rhyme Priming). The sixth assigned probe word was semantically related to the 
strong phonological relative of the target picture label (Semantically Related to 
the Strong Phonological Associate Priming). Finally, the seventh probe word 
assigned to each picture was phonologically-related to the strong semantic 
relative of the target picture label. 
 Semantically-related probe words, both strong and weak, were semantic 
associates of the target picture label (as opposed to categorical associates of the 
target picture label, which has also been used to investigate semantic priming in 
other research). Both semantically-related probe words assigned to each picture 
were selected from the University of South Florida Free Association Norms 
(Nelson, McEvoy & Schreiber, 1998). The strength of association was defined by 
the FSG (forward strength) quotient in the norms. Strong semantic associates 
had an average FSG of 0.17, whereas weak semantic associates had an 
average FSG of 0.016. Semantic associates were always phonologically 
unrelated to the target picture labels. 
 The two phonologically-related probes assigned to each picture had no 
semantic relationship with the target picture label. The initial priming probe 
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overlapped with the target picture label in its initial consonant (or consonant 
cluster) plus vowel. The rhyme priming probe overlapped with the target picture 
labels in its rhyme. 
 The two remaining priming conditions were aimed at investigating how far 
activation spreads through the mental lexicon, beyond immediate neighbors. As 
shown in Table 1, one condition involved investigating whether strong semantic 
associates of phonologically-overlapping probes were activated by the target 
picture labels. Another condition involved investigating whether strong 
phonological relatives of semantically-associated probes were activated by the 
target picture. In order to see priming effects at either level, activation would 
need to spread two layers from the target through the mental lexicon.  
 Crucially, in order to create a Control condition for each set, each related 
probe word comprising the set was reassigned to one of the other 42 images 
having a completely (semantically- and phonologically-) unrelated label. As a 
result, each probe word appeared twice in the task: Once in a related condition, 
and once in an unrelated (Control) condition. In addition, each picture appeared a 
total of 16 times in the task: 7 with a related probe, 7 with an unrelated probe, 
and 2 times in naming-only (non-experimental, filler) trials. Table 1 displays 
examples of conditions and probe words used in this study. 
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Table 1.  Examples of conditions and probe words. 
 
Condition         Picture Label         Probe Word 
Identity Priming Baby Baby 
Identity Reassigned Popcorn Baby 
Strong Assoc. Priming Baby       Child 
SA Reassigned Train Child 
Weak Assoc. Priming Baby Rattle 
WA Reassigned Witch Rattle 
Initial Priming Baby Bacon 
Initial Reassigned Flag Bacon 
Rhyme Priming Baby Maybe 
Rhyme Reassigned Priest Maybe 
PRSSA Priming Baby (Child)!Chive 
PRSSA Reassigned Door Chive 
SRSPA Priming Baby (Bacon)!Meat 
SRSPA Reassigned Pencil Meat 
 
Strong Assoc. Priming=Strong Associative Priming; SA Reassigned=Strong  
 
Associative Reassigned; Weak Assoc. Priming=Weak Associative Priming; WA  
 
Reassigned=Weak Associative Reassigned; Weak Phon. Priming=Weak  
 
Phonological Priming; WP Reassigned=Weak Phonological Reassigned; PRSSA  
 
Priming=Phonologically Related to the Strong Semantic Associate Priming;  
 
PRSSA Reassigned=Phonologically Related to the Strong Semantic Associate  
 
Reassigned; SRSPA Priming=Semantically Related to the Strong Phonological  
 
Associate Priming; SRSPA Reassigned=Semantically Related to the Strong  
 
Phonological Associate Reassigned 
 
Preparation of Auditory Probe Words 
The set of auditory probe words was created as follows. The words were 
verbally read several times by a female, native speaker of American English. All 
of the stimuli were recorded to a digital audiotape, digitized at a sampling rate of 
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44.1kHz, and processed using Sony Sound Forge 8.0 editing software. The 
spoken exemplar of each probe word judged most intelligible by the researchers 
was selected, its waveform spliced from the recording and saved as an audio file 
(.WAV format). The loudness of each word was normalized to an RMS amplitude 
of 15dB, and a noise gate was used to reduce high-frequency noise (hiss) in the 
auditory probe word recordings. 
Procedure 
Prior to the task, participants were familiarized with the picture stimuli. The 
pictures were printed on paper (6 images per page), with the target label printed 
beneath each picture. The laminated pages were shown to the participants, who 
were asked to study the pictures and target labels, and indicate whether any 
picture seemed difficult to recognize and/or whether they would naturally use a 
word other than the target label to name a picture.  
Next, participants were instructed that, on each trial, they would see a 
picture presented on a computer screen, which they were to name at a delay 
using the target label. Instructions emphasized that participants were not to name 
each picture until a naming prompt comprised of three exclamation points, "!!!", 
appeared on the screen. Instructions also indicated that, on some trials, they 
would hear an auditory probe word presented briefly after the picture, and that 
they were to remember the probe.  
The task was comprised of two different types of trials: 1) Filler (naming-
only) trials consisted of a crosshair (+) presented for 500 ms, followed by a 
picture presented for 400 ms, followed by a second crosshair presented for 300 
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ms, followed by the naming cue (!!!) which remained on-screen for 1000 ms. 2) 
Experimental trials consisted of a crosshair (+) presented for 500 ms, followed by 
a picture presented for 400 ms, followed by a second crosshair presented for 150 
ms, followed by an interval of 800 ms during which an auditory probe word was 
presented, followed by the naming cue (!!!) that remained on-screen for 1000 ms, 
followed by a probe verification screen during which the participant was asked "Is 
this the word you heard? [printed word]". On Experimental trials, participants 
were required to press the left button on a response box if the printed verification 
word matched the auditory probe word presented for that trial, and the right 
button on the response box if the printed verification word was not the auditory 
probe word presented for that trial. At the end of each trial, participants were 
required to press any button on the response box in order to cue-up the next trial. 
This afforded them the opportunity to take as many breaks as desired during the 
task (i.e., the experiment would pause until the next trial was cued-up).  
 In total, the task consisted of 672 trials (84 naming-only trials, and 588 
experimental trials). Each picture appeared a total of 16 times (2 in naming-only 
trials, and 14 in experimental trials). The task lasted approximately 90 minutes. 
Participants were instructed that they could take as many breaks as necessary 
during the task.     
Apparatus and Recording 
Each participant was seated facing a 19-inch LCD computer monitor in a 
dimly lit, sound-attenuating booth. The auditory stimuli were presented via two 
loudspeakers positioned on a table in front of the participant; one to the left of the 
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computer screen and the other to the right of the computer screen. To progress 
from one trial to the next, participants used a push-button response box 
(Psychological Software Tools), which signaled the experimental control software 
(Eprime). Along with behavioral data, continuous EEG was recorded for each 
participant as follows. 
Prior to testing, each participant was fitted with a nylon QuikCap 
(Neuroscan). The cap contained 62 active recording electrodes, which were 
positioned in a geodesic pattern covering the forehead, top, sides, and back of 
the head. In addition, an active recording electrode was affixed to each mastoid 
process. A midline-vertex reference electrode was positioned one centimeter 
behind Cz, and the ground electrode was positioned on the forehead. Four 
electro-ocular electrodes recorded eye blink, eye movement, and other eye 
muscle activity. Each electrode was made of silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl).  
Conductive electrolyte QuikGel (Neuroscan) was used as the medium between 
each electrode and the skin. Fitting of the cap typically required between 15 and 
30 minutes. 
 During testing, a continuous EEG was recorded at a sampling rate of 
500Hz (1 recording every 2 ms from each electrode). SCAN software, Version 
4.3 (Neuroscan), was used to control the EEG recording. The impedance of the 
electrodes was kept below 30kOhm (Ferree, Luu, Russell, & Tucker, 2001). The 
continuous EEG data were low-pass filtered online, at a corner frequency of 
100Hz. Eprime experimental control software (Psychological Software Tools, 
version 1.1) was used to present the stimuli and registered behavioral responses, 
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including naming reaction times and probe word verification responses. Naming 
responses were recorded by the examiner and scored off-line for accuracy. 
EEG-to-Average ERP Data Reduction 
The continuous EEG record of each participant was segmented into 
epochs. Each epoch was comprised of EEG data recorded from each electrode 
during presentation of the probe word on each Experimental trial, beginning 300 
ms before word onset and terminating 1000 ms after word onset. Experimental 
trials eliciting incorrect picture names and/or incorrect probe word verifications 
were excluded. The ERP data were truncated (-100 to 800 ms relative to probe 
word onset) after averaging. We began with an extended epoch (-300 to 1000 
ms) to ensure that artifacts on the leading and trailing edges of the shorter epoch 
interval were corrected or rejected.  
Ocular artifact correction. In order to salvage as many trials as possible 
(Picton et al., 2000), we used an Independent Component Analysis (ICA)-based, 
ocular artifact correction procedure (see Glass et al., 2004) implemented in 
Matlab. After ICA decomposition (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995) of each EEG record 
into 64 independent components (ICs), the inverse weights of each IC, 
describing its topographic distribution, were correlated with a topographic 
template of blink activity generated by averaging at each channel the peak 
activity of two blink exemplars sampled from each participant. Any IC correlating 
with the blink template, r=.9 or better, was treated as a blink component. The 
activity related to each blink component was removed from each trial if it reduced 
the overall EEG variance for that trial. 
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EEG trial rejection. After ICA blink correction, the data for all 12 
participants were further checked for trials with noisy active recording electrodes. 
Channels whose fast-average amplitude exceeded 200 microvolts (large drift) 
were marked bad, as were channels whose differential amplitude exceeded 100 
microvolts (high-frequency noise). Any EEG trial with more than six bad channels 
(10% of the total number of channels) was rejected from further analysis. No 
participant lost more than 5% of their trials for any condition due to bad channel 
artifact. 
Final EEG processing. For any accepted trial with channels marked bad 
(<=6), the EEG activity at those channels was replaced using a three-
dimensional spline interpolation procedure implemented in Matlab (Nunez and 
Srinivasan, 2006, see Appendices J1-J3). Accepted EEG trials were then 
averaged together, separately for each Experimental condition. As a result, each 
participant had 14 sets of ERP averages (one set of averages for each of the 14 
conditions listed in Table 1). For each participant, no fewer than 27 trials went 
into the set of ERP averages for each Experimental condition. The averaged 
ERP data were low-pass filtered at a corner frequency of 40 Hz, truncated to the 
critical time window (-100 to 800 ms), re-referenced to the left mastoid electrode, 
and baseline-corrected (-100 to 0 ms). A left mastoid reference allowed us to 
relate our results with those of (Jescheniak et al., 2002) whose research design 
we adopted with some modifications, and who also used a left mastoid reference. 
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Analysis 
Analysis of behavioral data. Naming responses were scored for 
accuracy. Naming on each trial was judged correct if the participant named the 
picture using the target one-word label. Naming was judged as incorrect if no 
response was given, the participant began responding before the prompt (“!!!”), a 
whole-word substitution was generated (e.g., “stone” for “rock”), or a 
phonological error was generated (e.g., “thesk” for “desk”). The percentage of 
correct naming trials was computed for each participant in each condition. 
Additionally, probe word verification responses were scored for accuracy 
automatically by E-Prime, and the percentage of correct word verifications was 
computed for each participant in each condition. 
 Analysis of ERP data. The ERP data were submitted to a covariance-
based, sequential spatial-temporal principal component analysis (PCA) (Dien & 
Frishkoff, 2005). PCA is a data reduction technique that can also be used to 
isolate patterns of variance in a data set. For step one of the PCA, the averaged 
ERP data were combined into a data matrix comprised of 61 columns (one 
column per electrode, excluding the left mastoid reference electrode) and 67,368 
rows (the averaged ERP voltages for 12 participants, at each of the 401 sampling 
points in the 0-800 ms time window, in each of the 14 conditions). This matrix 
was used as input to a spatial PCA. The aim of this initial, spatial PCA was to 
identify topographically coherent regions of voltage activity (hereafter, spatial 
factors). As reported below, a total of 13 spatial factors were derived. 
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In step two, a temporal PCA was performed on the factor scores 
associated with the initially-derived spatial factors. The scores, or virtual 
waveforms, for each spatial factor (representing the voltage variance over time at 
a specific scalp region) were reconfigured into a matrix with 401 columns (one 
column per time point) and 2,184 rows (virtual waveforms over time at the scalp 
region associated with each of the 13 spatial factors, for each of the 12 
participants, in each of the 14 conditions). This matrix was then submitted to a 
temporal PCA. The aim of the temporal PCA was to identify distinct windows of 
time (hereafter, temporal factors) during which similar voltage variance was 
registered across consecutive sampling points in the spatial factor virtual 
waveforms. 
Spatial PCA was carried-out first on the premise that ERP components 
typically have fixed scalp topographies and can be isolated reliably on the basis 
of this defining feature (see Spencer, Dien, & Donchin, 2001). The following 
specific procedures were used to conduct the initial spatial PCA as well as the 
subsequent temporal PCA. First, we used Rule M (Preisendorfer & Mobley, 
1988) to determine how many components to retain and rotate. Rule M estimates 
statistically how many components extracted from a real data set account for 
more variance than corresponding components extracted from a data set of 
normally-distributed, randomly-sampled noise having the same dimensions as 
the real data set. All components meeting this criterion at a statistically significant 
level for each PCA were rotated to simple structure using Promax (Hendrickson 
& White, 1964) with Kaiser normalization and k=2 (Richman, 1986; Tataryn, 
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Wood, & Gorsuch, 1999). All PC analyses and Promax rotations were completed 
using the Matlab-based PCA Toolbox (Dien, 2005). 
 Crucially, filtering the ERP data by a spatial factor, and then by a temporal 
factor, results in a set of spatial-temporal factor scores, which isolate the ERP 
voltage variance at a specific region of the scalp and within a specific time 
window. We can then compare the amplitude of the ERP variance at scalp region 
X during time window X by comparing the spatial-temporal factor scores between 
different conditions. Here, in order to test for experimental effects, factor scores 
summarizing the voltage variance associated with specific spatial-temporal factor 
combinations were analyzed for pairwise amplitude differences between each 
Experimental condition and its Control condition. Because there were seven 
paired comparisons for each spatial-temporal factor combination, the threshold 
for significance was adjusted to p=.0071 in order to control for Type-1 error. 
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Results 
Behavioral Data 
As shown in Table 2, the participants’ naming was highly accurate for 
each of the 14 conditions with no notable differences. The Weak Associative 
Priming shows the smallest distribution of scores with a standard deviation of 
0.926 and mean accuracy of 99.603%. The Rhyme Priming shows the largest 
distribution of scores with a standard deviation of 4.039 and mean accuracy of 
98.015%. These results show that healthy aging adults were able to recognize 
picture stimuli, hold the label in their working memory and verbally name picture 
stimuli with high accuracy. 
 
Table 2. Mean naming accuracy 
 
 
Condition 
 
 
Mean 
 
Standard Deviation 
IP 99.185                         1.575 
IR 99.351                         1.646 
SAP 98.184                          2.375 
SAR 98.611                          1.591 
WAP 99.603 0.926 
WAR 99.176                          2.211 
IP 98.125                          2.112 
IPR 97.321                          2.786 
RP 98.015                          4.039 
RPR 98.762 2.187 
PRSPAP                                     98.160                          2.152 
PRSSAR    98.382                          1.912 
SRSPAP 98.809                           2.153 
SRSPAR 98.329                           3.181 
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As shown in Table 3, the participants’ word verification was highly 
accurate, too, for each of the 14 conditions. The Identity control shows the 
smallest distribution of scores with a standard deviation of 1.676 and mean 
accuracy of 98.359%. The Strong Associative Priming shows the largest 
distribution of scores with a standard deviation of 3.583 and a mean accuracy of 
97.817%. These data show that healthy aging adults were able to hear and 
recognize the auditory probe words, hold probe words in working memory, and 
confirm the presented word with high accuracy.  
 
Table 3.  Mean word verification accuracy  
 
 
Condition 
 
Mean 
 
Standard Deviation 
 
IP 
 
99.966                         
 
1.702 
IR 98.359                         1.676 
SAP 97.817                          3.583 
SAR    96.825                          3.565 
WAP 97.935 2.442 
WAR 97.817                          2.580 
IP 98.125                          1.852 
IPR   97.784                          2.957 
RP 97.976                          2.850 
RPR 98.564                          1.921 
PRSSAP 97.313                          3.541 
PRSSAR     98.412                          1.853 
SRSPAP 98.214 2.298 
SRSPAR 98.193                           2.305  
 
 
Visual Inspection of ERP Data 
The following graphs represent grand-average ERPs for each 
experimental condition tested in our study paired with its control condition (see 
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Figures 3-9). Each graph shows a general pattern of activity including the P1, N1, 
and P2 components, followed by sustained slow activity. Identity Priming shows 
a putative amplitude shift versus its control starting at ~200 ms at left region 
electrodes (Figure 3). Strong Associative Priming shows a late putative amplitude 
shift starting versus its control at ~600 ms at right region electrodes (Figure 4). 
Weak Associative Priming shows a putative amplitude shift versus its control 
starting at ~500 ms over at left, midline, and right electrodes (Figure 5). As 
shown in Figure 6, Initial Priming shows a putative amplitude shift relative to its 
control starting at ~500 ms over the midline region. Figure 7 shows that Rhyme 
Priming shows a putative amplitude shift versus its control starting at ~200 ms at 
left, midline, and right electrodes. This effect seemed to be sustained for a 
relatively long duration. PRSSA Priming shows a putative amplitude shift versus 
its control starting at ~500 ms over the left and central regions (Figure 8). Finally, 
SRSPA Priming shows a putative albeit modest amplitude shift starting at ~600 
ms over the parietal region (Figure 9). As reported next, some but not all of these 
effects were shown to be statistically significant in our analysis. 
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Figure 3. Grand average waveforms for the Identity Priming condition versus its control condition. 
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Figure 4. Grand average waveforms for the Strong Associative Priming condition versus its control condition. 
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Figure 5. Grand average waveforms for the Weak Associative Priming condition versus its control condition. 
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Figure 6. Grand average waveforms for the Initial Priming condition versus its control condition. 
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Figure 7. Grand average waveforms for the Rhyme Priming condition versus its control condition. 
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Figure 8. Grand average waveforms for the PRSSA Priming condition versus its control condition. 
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Figure 9. Grand average waveforms for the SRSPA Priming condition versus its control condition. 
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Spatial-Temporal Principal Component Analysis of ERP data 
 The ERP data were submitted to a spatial-temporal principal component 
analysis. In step 1 of this analysis, 13 spatial factors were retained and Promax-
rotated, accounting for 74.49% of the variance. The factor loadings are mapped 
topographically in Figure 10. As described above, spatial PCA was used to 
identify coherent patterns of ERP activity in the data set. Figure 10 shows that 
topographically-coherent activity (i.e., ERP activity recorded by clusters of 
electrodes at well-defined regions of the scalp) was captured by at least some of 
the spatial factors, while other spatial factors probably picked-up dominant 
patterns of noise in the data set. 
 Step two of this analysis was a temporal PCA, designed to identify 
coherent time windows of activity in the ERP data. Seven temporal factors were  
retained and Promax-rotated, accounting for 74.19% of the variance. The 
temporal factor loadings are mapped in Figure 11. Each temporal factor 
represents a window of time during which similar ERP activity was recorded 
across consecutive time points. The temporal factors will, hereafter, be referred 
to according to their peak latencies, which varied from 32 ms after probe word 
onset to 800 ms after probe word onset. 
 As outlined previously, filtering the data by a spatial factor and then by a 
temporal factor isolates the brain electrophysiological activity at a specific region 
of the scalp and within a specific time window. The resulting spatial-temporal 
factor scores can be submitted to statistical analysis to determine whether the 
ERP activity (at a specific scalp region, and during a specific time window)   
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 Spatial factor 1   Spatial factor 2   Spatial factor 3 
 (54.95% variance)  (51.97% variance)  (10.68% variance) 
 
 Spatial factor 4   Spatial factor 5   Spatial factor 6 
 (12.6% variance)  (5.7% variance)   (6.37% variance) 
 
 *Spatial factor 7  *Spatial factor 8  Spatial factor 9 
 (15.01% variance)  (14.57% variance)  (2.47% variance) 
 
 Spatial factor 10  Spatial factor 11  Spatial factor 12 
 (8.64% variance)  (3.11% variance)  (1.03% variance) 
 
 Spatial factor 13 
 (2% variance)  
Figure 10. Factor loadings for 13 spatial factors mapped topographically   
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elicited by each experimental condition differs in amplitude from the ERP activity 
elicited by the control condition for each experimental condition. If so, the 
differences in ERP amplitude can be used to infer that brain electrophysiological 
processing was different between an experimental condition and its respective 
control condition. As reported below, statistically significant amplitude differences 
in ERP activity were found for at least some experimental conditions versus their 
control conditions when the data were filtered by the following spatial-temporal 
factor combinations: Spatial factor 7/T206, spatial factor 7/T338, and spatial 
factor 8/T520, respectively. 
 Spatial factor 7/T206 activity. This combination of factors isolates the 
ERP activity at the left anterior/temporal region of the scalp (defined by spatial 
factor 7) and during a relatively early time window defined by T206. Here, Identity 
Priming was found to attenuate early, positive-going activity generated by Identity 
Reassigned (p=.002). This same effect was found for Rhyme Priming versus its 
control condition (p=.001). A trend toward this effect was also observed for Initial 
Phonological Priming versus its control (p=.011).  
 Spatial factor 7/T338 activity. This combination of factors isolates the 
ERP activity at the left anterior/temporal region of the scalp (defined by spatial 
factor 7) during a relatively later time window defined by T338. Here, Weak 
Semantic Reassigned was found to elicit negative-going activity that was 
attenuated in amplitude by Weak Semantic Priming (p=.006). A trend toward this 
same effect was also observed for Identity Priming versus its control (p=.036).  
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 Temporal factor 1 (T32)    *Temporal factor 5 (T338) 
 (71.15% variance)    (21.43% variance) 
 
 
 *Temporal factor 2 (T102)   Temporal factor 6 (T520) 
 (36.21% variance)    (1.54% variance) 
 
 
 Temporal factor 3 (T136)   *Temporal factor 7 (T800) 
 (11.02% variance)    (2.92% variance) 
 
 
 Temporal factor 4 (T206) 
 (19.91% variance) 
 
Figure 11. Factor loadings for seven temporal factors with peak latencies 
noted  
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Spatial factor 8/T520 activity. Finally, this combination of factors isolates 
the ERP activity at the right central region of the scalp (defined by spatial factor 
8) during an even later time window defined by T520. Here, Initial Phonological 
Priming elicited ERP activity that had a larger negative-going amplitude than its 
control condition. A trend toward this same effect was also detected for the 
PRSSA condition versus its control condition (p=.022). 
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Discussion 
The purpose of this study was to investigate spreading activation in 
healthy aging speakers via semantic and phonological priming during picture 
naming. Twelve typically fluent aging adults completed a picture word priming 
experiment. A picture stimulus was presented on each trial and sometimes 
followed by an auditory probe word. Auditory probes represented seven different 
conditions: Identity Priming, Strong Associative Priming (strongly semantically 
related), Weak Associative Priming (weakly semantically related to the target 
picture symbol), Initial Priming (overlapped in consonant or consonant cluster 
plus vowel of target picture symbol), Rhyme Priming (overlapped in rhyme of the 
target picture symbol), Semantically Related to the Strong Phonological 
Associate Priming, and Phonologically Related to the Strong Semantic Relative 
Priming. Each prime condition was matched with a control condition.  ERPs were 
recorded to the probe words in each of the conditions. The aim of our study was 
to use the ERP activity to infer the direction and extent to which activation 
spreads in the mental lexicons of aging speakers. As discussed next, statistically 
robust Identity effects, statistically robust Semantic effects, and statistically 
robust Phonological effects were observed from relatively early (~200ms) to late 
(~500ms). 
Summary of ERP Effects 
 A sequence of early, later and late priming effects were observed in the 
current ERP data set. First, Identity Priming, Rhyme Priming and (marginally) 
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Initial Phonological Priming attenuated an early (~206 ms), left anterior/temporal 
positivity that was generated by their respective control conditions. Second, 
Weak Semantic Priming and (to a lesser extent) Identity Priming attenuated a 
later (~338 ms), left anterior/temporal negativity that was generated by their 
respective control conditions. Third, Initial Phonological Priming and (marginally) 
PRSSA elicited an even later (~520 ms), right central negativity. In the sections 
that follow, each effect is interpreted with respect to previous ERP findings, and 
discussed in relation to the current research questions. 
Early (~206 ms), Left Anterior/Temporal ERP Effects 
 As noted previously, Identity Priming, Rhyme Priming and (marginally) 
Initial Phonological Priming attenuated an early (~206 ms), left anterior/temporal 
positivity that was generated by their respective control conditions. These effects 
are consistent with an early, left anterior ERP effect that Posner and Povese 
(1998) observed in a study comparing isolated versus contextual lexical 
processing. In their study, processing words in isolation elicited an early, left 
anterior positivity. The current results reveal that early processing of the auditory 
probe words was influenced by whole-word (Identity) priming and by Rhyme 
priming. In other words, by the time the auditory probe words were presented on 
each trial, participants seem to have accessed the whole-word phonological 
representations of the picture labels, as well as the rhymes of the picture labels; 
both of which influenced processing of the subsequent probe words by ~206 ms. 
What is perhaps most interesting about these effects is that Initial Phonological 
Priming did not robustly influence processing of the auditory probe words in the 
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same way. Although a trend was observed, this trend was not statistically 
significant. Marginal Initial Phonological Priming of the auditory probe words may 
suggest that participants had access to the initial phonemes of the target picture 
labels, but that this information was not activated strongly enough in the aging 
participants (at least by 206 ms) to robustly modulate the early, left anterior 
positivity (which, again, was robustly modulated by Identity and Rhyme priming). 
 As reviewed in the Introduction, there is a variety of evidence that also 
supports the finding that phonological processing degrades as individuals age. 
Neumann et al. (2010), investigated the effects of age on phonological 
processing by using ERPs and an implicit picture naming task. The results of 
their study showed that older adults experienced later retrieval of segmental and 
syllabic phonological information than younger adults. Baressi et al. (2000) also 
examined lexical access in normal aging adults using standardized measures 
such as the BNT and ANT.  When individuals were administered these tests, 
they were provided semantic and phonemic cues to assist with word retrieval 
failures. When provided phonemic cues, individuals experienced better success 
in lexical access. Because phonemic cues lead to better success with lexical 
retrieval, this can lead us to believe that activation of initial phonemes is more 
difficult, like mentioned in our results. The results of Baressi et al. (2000) also 
revealed weakening of connections between the semantic and phonological 
systems as well as that individuals’ word retrieval difficulties were attributed to 
them experiencing deficits in activating the phonological representations of whole 
word forms of objects leading to TOT states. Evrard (2002) investigated TOT 
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states in healthy aging adults by measuring their retrieval of common and proper 
names of everyday objects and famous faces during a picture naming task. 
Throughout the task, additional information was asked about the target word 
when individuals were unable to access the phonological form. Like previous 
research, the results revealed that aging adults experience more instances of 
TOT states than younger adults.  
What are the implications of the current results with respect to lexical 
retrieval of picture names in aging participants? These findings suggest that 
when typically aging adults attempt to access target words, the whole-word 
representation strongly activates, as does the rhyme of the word. In contrast, the 
initial few phonemes of the target word seem not to activate very strongly, or 
seem to lose their activation strength relatively quickly, such that – in this 
experiment – initial phonological priming only marginally affected early brain 
electrophysiological activity. Crucially, weak activation (or, rapid loss of 
activation) of initial phonemes has the potential to cause difficulty producing a 
target word – as evidenced, for example, by tip-of-the-tongue states. This finding 
seems to support Burke (2006)’s idea of reduced transmission of phonological 
priming. The central claim of this hypothesis is that phonological form 
representations weaken with age, such that there is a reduction in the 
transmission of priming which does not allow specific nodes to reach appropriate 
levels for activation. Although, previous research does not suggest whether initial 
phonemes are more compromised than rhyme, our findings may suggest that 
activation of initial phonemes is particularly vulnerable with typical aging. 
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Later (~338 ms), Left Anterior/Temporal ERP Effects 
 We also found that Weak Semantic Priming and (to a lesser extent) 
Identity Priming attenuated a later (~338 ms), left anterior/temporal negativity that 
was generated by their respective control conditions. These effects are 
consistent with an anterior negativity (N300), which has been shown to be 
sensitive to semantic priming (Franklin, Dien, Neely, Huber & Waterson, 2007; 
also see Dien, Frishkoff, Cerbone & Tucker, 2003). In Franklin et al. (2007), word 
pairs that were semantically related but not strongly associatively related were 
shown to elicit an anterior priming effect that peaked in amplitude at ~300 ms 
after word onset. Those authors found that this effect was only modulated by 
priming when the words were separated by a relatively long pause (semantically 
related pairs separated by a relatively short pause did not modulate the N300 
ERP component in their study), which they took as suggesting that N300 indexes 
a strategic process rather than automatic processing. In other words, N300 
seems to reflect participants' recognition that two words relate semantically and 
some attempt at integrating them. 
Adopting this same interpretation, the current N300 results suggest that 
our typical aging adults were sensitive to (i.e., came to recognize and allocate 
attentional resources toward processing) relationships between target picture 
labels and weak semantically-related probe words; and that they recognized 
Identical relationships between target picture labels and probe words. This is 
consistent with other evidence, outlined in the Introduction, that aging talkers are 
able to process semantic information efficiently. For example, using a picture-
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word interference task, Taylor and Burke (2002) investigated the aging effects on 
semantic and phonological retrieval processes. The researchers found that aging 
adults do, robustly, experience semantic interference (the activation of semantic 
representations) during picture word interference tasks. Baressi et al. (2000) also 
investigated semantic and phonological degradation, but instead used 
standardized methods finding that semantic information is processed efficiently in 
healthy aging adults during lexical retrieval (also see Burke and Shafto, 2004). All 
of these effects suggest that as typically aging individuals attempt to name 
pictures, they can efficiently activate and monitor semantic representations 
associated with target picture labels. 
Even Later (~520 ms), Right Central ERP Effects  
 Finally, we observed that Initial Phonological Priming and (marginally) 
PRSSA priming modulated an even later (~520 ms), right central negativity. 
These effects are consistent with a reverse N400 ERP effect. N400 ERP activity 
is typically associated with lexical-semantic processing, with N400 amplitude 
decreasing as ease of lexical-semantic processing increases. N400 activity has 
also been shown to be sensitive to lexical mismatch, increasing in amplitude as 
ease of lexical-semantic processing decreases. For example, in Desroches et al. 
(2008), typical young adults saw a picture on each trial followed by an auditory 
probe word that was identical to the picture label (e.g., CONE-cone); rhymed 
(e.g., CONE-bone); shared initial consonant onset and subsequent vowel, called 
cohort mismatch (e.g., CONE-comb); or mismatched completely (e.g., CONE-
fox). Participants judged whether label and probe were the same. Cohort 
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mismatch elicited N400 activity larger in amplitude than identical match, an effect 
that was larger than the N400 effect seen for complete mismatches. The authors 
suggested that a lexical interpretation created for each picture (e.g., CONE) was 
initially confirmed (and, thus, strengthened) by the first couple of phonemes in 
each cohort mismatch probe word (which overlapped with the target label, e.g., 
comb) until a later, non-overlapping phoneme in the cohort mismatch probe was 
perceived. Discarding the original interpretation and activating its competitor 
heightened processing, increasing N400 activity. 
 Similarly, the current results suggest that processing auditory probe words 
that overlapped in their initial phoneme with labels of the pictures that preceded 
them, and then mismatched (in their subsequent phonemes, violating lexical 
expectancy), decreased ease of processing (i.e., elicited increased N400 activity) 
in our typical aging speakers. A trend toward this same effect was seen, too, for 
probe words that shared initial phonemes with strong semantic associates of the 
target picture labels and then mismatched in their subsequent phonemes. 
 What are the implications of these effects with respect to lexical retrieval 
of picture names in aging participants? An implication of these results is that 
phonological information available in auditory probe words may have 
strengthened (potentially unstable) interpretations of the target picture labels. 
Earlier, we argued that initial phoneme information may not have been robustly 
activated in our aging participants, since Initial Phonological Priming did not 
modulate the early, left anterior positivity at a hearty, statistically-significant level. 
The current, reverse N400 effects seem to further support that view. Specifically, 
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we suspect that hearing a probe word that shared initial phonemes with the 
target picture label strengthened activation of the target label initial phonemes. 
Based on the findings of Desroches et al. (2008), we also suspect that hearing a 
probe word that shared initial phonemes with the target picture label 
strengthened the expectation that participants were hearing the target picture 
label, until later phonemes were perceived and the picture-probe mismatch was 
detected. Our participants were likely then faced with the task of dropping their 
initial interpretation of the probe word, and establishing a new interpretation 
based on the word-final mismatch between the picture labels and probes. One 
implication of these results is that suspected weak activation of word-initial 
phonemes in naming can be strengthened by presenting an auditory probe word 
that shares those same initial phonemes, i.e., typical aging speakers, who may 
encounter weak activation of initial phonemes in naming, may also be stimulable 
to initial phoneme priming. This is consistent with other evidence reviewed 
previously in this paper (e.g., the finding that phonemic cueing improved naming 
in typical aging adults reported by Baressi et al., 2000). 
Clinical Implications  
The findings in our study help us to understand semantic and phonological 
priming effects in typical aging adults. The current study allowed us to examine 
many different levels of lexical access, and this approach may also be useful for 
investigating lexical retrieval in individuals with language disorders. Tests such 
as the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination, Controlled Oral Word 
Association Test/FAS-Test, Boston Naming Test, and Action Naming Test are 
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frequently used as diagnostic measures for individuals with anomia. While these 
tests seek to understand the severity of an individual’s naming deficit, they 
cannot be used to precisely identify specific mechanisms that may break-down to 
contribute to word retrieval failures or inform as to which word retrieval strategy 
or strategies to selectively use to best facilitate word finding via priming in 
persons with acquired language disorders. To provide optimal treatment for 
anomia, it is imperative that clinicians understand and identify the locus of the 
breakdown causing the naming error (Maher & Raymer, 2004). Future 
investigations, perhaps using ERPs, can help us pinpoint and treat specific levels 
of processing and word retrieval deficits in adults with anomia. 
Study Limitations 
While the results of our study were interesting, there are some limitations 
to consider. Presentation of the target stimuli consisted of multiple repetitions.  
Each picture was administered 16 times, which could have lead to memorization 
of the stimuli. In regards to the length of the study, this may have caused the 
participants to experience fatigue, which was seen in one participant who did not 
fully complete the naming task. Although we saw significant results, optimally we 
would have included at least double the number of participants in order to 
increase statistical power. In future research, a shorter task may be more 
tolerable for aging participants and participants with language disorders such as 
anomia. Because the task was noticeably labor intensive for our typically fluent 
participants, we would assume that it would be even more fatiguing and possibly 
frustrating for participants with anomia. While our study used one word naming 
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responses, a task including agent + action naming might allow us to investigate 
whether individuals process nouns differently than verbs. Lastly, a task including 
spoken discourse could allow us to view  lexical retrieval deficits in individuals 
with anomia in a more naturalistic way.   
Summary and Conclusions 
The purpose of our study was to investigate semantic and phonological 
activation spreading in the mental lexicons of typically aging adults. In order to 
examine effects of lexical retrieval, participants completed a picture-probe word 
priming experiment with auditory probe words presented in various conditions. 
The following conditions were included in our study: Identity Priming (identical 
matching of picture and probe word), Strong Associative Priming (probe word 
strongly semantically related to target), Weak Associative Priming (probe word 
weakly semantically related to the target picture symbol), Initial Priming (probe 
word overlapped in consonant or consonant cluster plus vowel of target picture 
symbol), Rhyme Priming (probe word overlapped in rhyme of the target picture 
symbol), Semantically Related to the Strong Phonological Associate Priming, and 
Phonologically Related to the Strong Semantic Relative Priming.   
The results of our study revealed the following effects. Identity Priming, 
Rhyme Priming and (marginally) Initial Phonological Priming affect early, left 
anterior/temporal ERP activity suggestive of strong activation of whole-word 
representation and rhyme of target picture labels, but weakened activation of 
initial phoneme information. This finding was consistent with evidence of 
increased TOT states with increased age. Second, Weak Semantic Priming and 
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(to a lesser extent) Identity Priming affected later left anterior/temporal ERP 
activity; consistent with other evidence that healthy aging adults process 
semantic information robustly. Lastly, Initial Phonological Priming and 
(marginally) PRSSA affected even later, right central ERP activity; suggesting 
that aging individuals may experience phonological competition when accessing 
target picture labels. These results help us to understand lexical retrieval 
mechanisms in typically fluent aging speakers, extend previous investigations of 
lexical retrieval in normal aging adults, and open up avenues for future research 
including extending our study to individuals with expressive language 
impairments such as anomia.   
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Appendix 
 
 
Table A1: Identity condition word set 
 
Cue (PICTURE 
NAME) 
Identical Word 
Set  
Word Familiarity 
Rating 
baby  baby award 7 
ball ball poster 7 
barrel barrel check 6.9 
bed bed gallon 7 
bell bell syrup 7 
bowl bowl lady  
bridge bridge nun 6.9 
cannon cannon giraffe 6.6 
chain chain beard 7 
door door puzzle 7 
dragon dragon spice 7 
feather feather gas 7 
fence fence nickle 7 
finger finger dream 7 
flag flag parrot 7 
ghost ghost palm 7 
globe  globe  seaweed 6.8 
hand hand salt 7 
heart heart crops  
hose hose lawyer 6.9 
key key wolf  
knife knife fraction 6.75 
ladder ladder peace 6.75 
magnet magnet fox 6.75 
mask mask ship 7 
match match pebble 7 
pencil pencil rash 7 
pizza pizza nephew 7 
plate  plate  rumor  
popcorn popcorn smile 7 
priest priest soil 7 
rake rake pill 7 
rope rope card 7 
ruler ruler niece 7 
saw saw village 7 
shovel shovel present 7 
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Cue (PICTURE 
NAME) 
Identical Word 
Set  
Word Familiarity 
Rating 
spoon spoon talent 7 
swing swing heat 7 
tent tent crime 7 
train train story 7 
window window gossip 7 
witch witch chore 7 
 
 
Table A2: Strong Associative condition word set  
 
Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
Semantic 
High 
Semantic High 
Verification Word 
Forward 
Association 
Strength 
Word 
Familiarity 
Rating 
baby child roof 0.212 7 
ball round mail 0.092 7 
barrel keg shirt 0.048 7 
bed sheets tax 0.031 7 
 bell ring waitress 0.339 7 
bowl dish snake 0.111 7 
bridge water zipper 0.402 7 
cannon bomb toe 0.034 7 
chain lock air 0.056  
door open world 0.183 7 
dragon slayer dust 0.063 7 
feather tickle ranch 0.122 7 
fence yard oven 0.15 6.8 
finger hand school 0.268 7 
flag wave tar 0.103  
ghost spook teeth 0.061 7 
globe  earth costume 0.09 7 
hand arm light 0.103 7 
heart love worm 0.151 6.7 
hose water yoga 0.473 7 
key lock wreath 0.255  
knife fork tube 0.327 7 
ladder climb jewel 0.338 7 
magnet stick couch 0.08 6.9 
mask hide deli 0.182 7 
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Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
Semantic 
High 
Semantic High 
Verification Word 
Forward 
Association 
Strength 
Word 
Familiarity 
Rating 
match fire soap 0.245 7 
pencil sharp mall 0.084 7 
pizza food cotton 0.149 7 
plate dish vampire 0.23 7 
popcorn movie vaccine 0.365 7 
priest church almond 0.382 7 
rake shovel cube 0.088 7 
rope string clerk 0.133 6.6 
ruler pencil oyster 0.044 7 
saw wood brownie 0.193 7 
shovel dirt class 0.225 7 
spoon eat band 0.063 7 
swing park shampoo 0.101 7 
tent camp bread 0.459 7 
train caboose pearl 0.051 6.8 
window pane chef 0.179 7 
witch black tennis 0.068 7 
 
 
Table A3: Weak Associative condition word set  
 
Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
Semantic 
Low 
Semantic Low 
Verification Word 
Forward 
Association 
Strength 
Word 
Familiarity 
Rating 
baby rattle pie 0.013 6.75 
ball hit flour 0.022 7 
barrel tub feast 0.018 6.5 
bed linen joke 0.016 7 
bell sound pail 0.027 7 
bowl saucer crib 0.011 7 
bridge car donkey 0.016 6.6 
cannon pirate  snow 0.014 7 
chain rope seed 0.028 7 
door wall ring 0.011 7 
dragon scare printer 0.014 7 
feather goose smoke 0.013 7 
fence guard soda 0.016 6.8 
finger nose   bucket 0.01 7 
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Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
Semantic 
Low 
Semantic Low 
Verification Word 
Forward 
Association 
Strength 
Word 
Familiarity 
Rating 
flag symbol grain 0.021  
ghost phantom acorn 0.012 7 
globe  sphere owl 0.013 7 
hand wave apple 0.012 6.9 
heart break cent 0.016 7 
hose rubber spy 0.014 7 
key open  guitar 0.018 7 
knife butter skate 0.013 7 
ladder house   pickle 0.014 7 
magnet pull jam 0.013 7 
mask veil fire 0.012 7 
match burn glue 0.014 7 
pencil wood team 0.021 7 
pizza hunger princess 0.014 7 
plate  china fang 0.012 7 
popcorn white park 0.017 7 
priest bible deer 0.014 7 
rake garden cracker 0.027 7 
rope yarn boots 0.011 7 
ruler edge vein 0.015 7 
saw tree drum 0.015 7 
shovel work eye 0.021 7 
spoon baby mint 0.016 7 
swing toy kiss 0.014 7 
tent stake parent 0.014 7 
train fast wish 0.013 7 
window view sugar 0.026 7 
witch cat bean 0.014 7 
 
 
Table A4: Strong Phonological condition word set 
 
Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
Phonologically 
Related to Cue 
Phonologically Related 
to Cue Verification 
word 
Word 
Familiarity 
Rating 
baby bacon uncle 7 
ball bog sofa 5.1 
barrel berry actor 6.9 
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Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
Phonologically 
Related to Cue 
Phonologically 
Related to Cue 
Verification word 
Word 
Familiarity 
Rating 
bed bet chicken 7 
bowl bonus duck 7 
bridge bristle fudge 6.5 
cannon canvas error 6.75 
chain cherry fan 7 
door doll stream 6.9 
dragon draft lettuce 6.8 
feather felt children 7 
fence fell yolk 6.8 
finger finish tray 7 
flag flask beef 6.9 
ghost gold stew 7 
globe  glow (can't be changed 
due to Nelson Norms, 
but make note) 
turkey 7 
hand hamper cake 7 
heart harp beam 6.75 
hose hope plastic 6.9 
key keep (can't be 
changed, but make 
note) 
metal 7 
knife knight base 7 
ladder lab summer 6.9 
magnet math cow 7 
mask mat week 7 
match mass straw 7 
pencil penny  wrist 7 
pizza peak bath 7 
plate  place men 7 
popcorn pond   kettle 6.9 
priest preview jacket 7 
rake range feet 7 
rope rose border 6.8 
ruler roof meal 6.8 
saw sauce (can't change, 
but make note) 
beetle 7 
shovel shut bee 7 
spoon spool letter 7 
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Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
Phonologically 
Related to Cue 
Phonologically 
Related to Cue 
Verification word 
Word 
Familiarity 
Rating 
swing switch   ear 7 
tent test oil 7 
train trade sink 7 
window whisper heat 6.75 
witch wish cable 6.9 
 
 
Table A5: Weak Phonological condition word set 
 
Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
"Weakly" 
Phonologically 
Related Probe Set 
Weakly Phon. 
Related to Probe Set 
Verification word 
Word 
Familiarity 
Rating 
baby maybe crystal 7 
ball mall hinge 7 
barrel sterile cloud 7 
bed dead bull 7 
bell well aunt 7 
bowl mole carpet 7 
bridge fridge shelter  
cannon onion shelf 7 
chain rain grandma  
door poor lip 7 
dragon organ hippie 7 
feather weather foot 6.9 
fence sense mitten 7 
finger linger glasses 6.7 
flag drag splinter 6.5 
ghost coast freckle 7 
globe  probe message 6.75 
hand band lotion 6.9 
heart cart goblin 7 
hose pose velcro 6.9 
key sea pallet  
knife life cupcake 7 
ladder batter sunshine 7 
magnet granite towel 6.8 
mask bask mustard 5.2 
match batch monster 6.7 
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Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
"Weakly" 
Phonologically 
Related Probe Set 
Weakly Phon. 
Related to Probe Set 
Verification word 
Word 
Familiarity 
Rating 
pencil tensile steak 4.6 
pizza matzah present 4.83 
plate  crate sword 6.7 
popcorn scorn pretzel 7 
priest yeast zombie 7 
rake lake illness 7 
rope cope liver 7 
ruler cooler backpack  
saw law ketchup 7 
shovel novel mummy 7 
spoon prune virus 7 
swing fling cough 6.8 
tent dent glitter 7 
train drain square 7 
window shadow ruffle 7 
witch rich throat 7 
 
 
Table A6: PRSSA condition word set 
 
Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
Phonologically 
Related to Target 
Phonologically 
Related to Target 
Verification Word 
Word 
Familiarity 
Rating 
baby chive flute 6.8 
ball route orphan 7 
barrel kept arrow 7 
bed sheep tuba 7 
bell rib gnat 7 
bowl digit  reef 6.9 
bridge wasp grits 7 
cannon box trout 7 
chain lost beer 7 
door opaque basket 6.4 
dragon slate muffin 6.5 
feather ticket ape 7 
fence yacht thumb 6.75 
finger hamster drink 7 
flag wafer slide 6.5 
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Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
Phonologically 
Related to Target 
Phonologically Related 
to Target Verification 
Word 
Word 
Familiarity 
Rating 
ghost spool raft 7 
globe  earn coffee 7 
hand art dice 6.9 
heart lunch seal 7 
hose watch friend 7 
key log voice 6.7 
knife fort toaster 7 
ladder client medal 7 
magnet stitch dancer 7 
mask height mother 7 
match five knob 7 
pencil shock bow 7 
pizza fool bat 7 
plate  dizzy stamp 7 
popcorn mood sailor 7 
priest churn badge 6.25 
rake shutter pamphlet 7 
rope strip cushion 7 
ruler pepper saint 7 
saw wool truck 7 
shovel derby plug 6.9 
spoon ease curtain 7 
swing part game 7 
tent candy   surfer 7 
train canal sock 6.7 
window paste wing 7 
witch blast dollar 7 
 
 
Table A7: SRSPA condition word set  
 
Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
 
Strongly 
Semantically related 
to Strongly 
Phonologically 
Related Probe 
Strongly Sem. Related to 
Strongly phon. Related 
probe verification word 
Forward 
Association 
Strength 
baby meat shore 0.05 
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Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
 
Strongly 
Semantically related 
to Strongly 
Phonologically 
Related Probe 
Strongly Sem. Related to 
Strongly phon. Related 
probe verification word 
Forward 
Association 
Strength 
ball mud owner 0.065 
barrel fruit copper 0.298 
bed gamble button 0.345 
bell plead ice 0.25 
bowl money sound 0.289 
bridge thorn office 0.032 
cannon paint battle 0.118 
chain red bubble 0.217 
door toy rice 0.154 
dragon army fold 0.122 
feather cloth insect 0.034 
fence hurt river 0.128 
finger complete tank 0.108 
flag wine bear 0.122 
ghost money pipe 0.102 
globe  light country 0.2 
hand laundry blade 0.088 
heart string reward 0.073 
hose glory list 0.192 
key hold price 0.217 
knife horse ink 0.033 
ladder coat powder 0.051 
magnet number beach 0.182 
mask door profit 0.297 
match weight cord 0.083 
pencil dime force 0.107 
pizza top ant 0.269 
plate  time spark 0.035 
popcorn lake bulb 0.351 
priest show unit 0.034 
rake stove fowl 0.149 
rope flower brass 0.363 
ruler house song 0.307 
saw gravy line 0.05 
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Cue 
(PICTURE 
NAME) 
 
Strongly 
Semantically related 
to Strongly 
Phonologically 
Related Probe 
Strongly Sem. Related to 
Strongly phon. Related 
probe verification word 
Forward 
Association 
Strength 
shovel door soup 0.107 
spoon yarn group 0.103 
swing change humor 0.236 
tent quiz breath 0.11 
train sell wire 0.061 
window quiet sponge 0.22 
witch hope alley 0.213 
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